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S1nca the issuant;tt of the uPrel imina.ry 'Reconmend,a.tions on Student AccessH 

of May 6~ 1976, the work of Subcommittee 0 has concentrated on the questions 

outlined in paragraph G on page 108 of that report having to do with the re

maining work of the Task Force in examining de.sirab1e changes in the University's 

tuition system. This r~port discusses that extraordinarily complex problem and 

states the conclusions of the Subcoltmittee together with a simulation of a sug

gested revised .and reformed tuition system .. 

Theories and Alternatives 

We feel it is useful to share with the full Task Force and with other 

interested persons some of the theoretical considerations which must underlie 

tuition policy and some of the alternative methods which may be used in carrying 

out a tuition policy. Although the details of practical policy may have to short

cut philosophical niceties, 'it is certa.inly desirable to be aware of such com

promises and to weigh considerations o,f simplicity, uniformity, and administr-ative 

convenience agains~ the eff~ciency and equity characteristics of pricing theory 

and both against pereeptions of desirable "educational'• effects. 

Tuition is the price charged for instruction. In free market equilibrium 

the unit price would equal the margina 1 cost of the 1 ast unit of instruction pro

duced. Viewed thus, tuitionincludes alLcontributions to the cost of instruction~ 

the feder.al and state governments, private donors, and students are a11 payers of 

tuition and the initial problem 1s in what ratio their relative contributions to 

the total should be assessed. 
The framers of the organic legislation of the University (}f Minnesota in 

1851 viewed postsecondary instruction as a public good iike primary and secondary 

education or the use of the pub1 ic roads. They observed reluctantly that student 

charges might be necessary but expressed the wish that as soon as possible the 

University should be financed entirely through general taxation and tuition 

shou1d be free to any and a11 students who could benefit. 
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The fond hopes of the territorial pioneers were not to be fully realized. 

Their ideals were probably quite appropriate to a time" when total demand for 

university instruction was modest and the return to society from investment in 

human capital was enormous; but few persons today would argue that the benefits 

derived by an individual from a university experience should be without direct 

cost to that individual. Numerous studies show that an individual's lifetime 

earnings are enhanced by co,11egiateo attendance. 1 In addition, there are certainly 

less. tangible benefits to the indivi,dual in terms of enhanced quality of life. 

That students recognize the individual benefits of university'instruction is 

proved by their willingness to pay for it. No student has ever been forced to 

attend" the University but hundreds of thousands have paid its tuition and today 

more students than ever befor.e are paying the highest tuitions in history. 

It is equally ~ertain that the state benefits from the higher education of 

its citizens. It has been estimated that a very large proportion of the increased 

national product is attributable to education investment2 and the benefit of that 

increase accrues to all the c:i ti. zens c)f the state and should not be assessed 

purely to the persons receiving training. The state, too, receives some intangible 

benefits from higher ,education in terms of increased citizen participation in 

public and comnunity affairs, more informed and critical political activity, an 

enhanced level of esthetic taste, and the like. As good a proof that the state 

benefits from its postsecondary schools as can be cited lies in its willingness 

to support them.. The value of a product or service is what an uncoerced buyer 

will pay. It is fuHy within the power of the state to reduce or refuse subsidy 

to the University but Minnesota has invested generously in the higher education 

of its citizens and has, almost certainly, benefitted generously from that in

vestment. 

1e.g. Becker~ G.S. Human Capital: ATheoreth:aJ and EmQirical Analysis, with 
Sp;ecial Reference to Education. Mew York: Columbia University Press for National 
Bureau of Economic Research, 1964 an.d Witmer, D.R. 11 Economic Benefits of College 
Education." Review of Educational Research, 1970~ 40(4). 

2e.g. Hansen, W. lee. "Total and Private Returns to Investment in Schooling. 11 

Journal of Political £conomy 71. (April, 1963): 128-140. 
Psacharopoulos, George. Returns to Education.< San Francisco: Jossey-Bass, 1973. 
Hanson, W.L. and O.R. Witmer. 11 Economic Benefits" in Wilson, l. and D. Mills 
(Eds.) Universal Higher .Education. Washington: American Council on Education, 
1972. 
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There is every reason to believe, then~ that both the indivdual and society 
benefit from higher education. The proportions of that benefit accruing to each 

are not practically measurable. They are, however. determina.b1e, at least in 

theory, through two interactive politico-economic processes. The degree of state 

support is determined on a .subjective basis through the political process and re

presef"tS a judgment about the price the state is wi 11 i ng to pay for a given quant
ity and quality of instruction. It involves the determination of institutional 
support a.nd of student a.id. While it is appropriate for the University comrm~nity 
and a i1 others who be 1 ieve that the societal values of higher education are 
great to try to infl u.ence that pol it'ica1 judgment, the right to make the judg

ment belongs to the political apparatus of the state. That right has not been, 

and probably should not be, delegated to the University or any other state agency. 

Once made, the pricing bargain with the state becomes a given in the resource 
calculations of the University. 

The coordinate pricing process is the setting of student tuitions. That 

process is not and cannot be independent of the process of determining state 
support, but neither should it be a mere resultant of that process. Given a 
1eve1 of state support., tu1t1on levels must not be set in such a way that less 
instruction is delivered than was contemplated by the state appropriation. How

ever, if tuitions can be varied from the initial assumptions in such a way that 

tot a 1 access and deli very can be enhanced, it is the right and duty of the 
University administration and Board of Regents to carry out such adjustments. 

A combination of the operations of the two above described processes has 

resulted in recent itmes in placing the state 1 S inte,rest in University instruction 

in the range of 70% to SO% of instructional cost as financed through institutional 
appropriations, a range which is very simil.ar to national patterns. It should be 

noted that the total state support is somewhat higher than this would indicate. 

In the past decade state direct student aid has risen from a negligible leve1 to 

some $16.4 million in the current year. Quite 1ike1y the first claim on that 

aid is tuition. Thus the,current estimate of 76%·as the state's share of 
Un.iversity instructional costs is somewhat low (to what degree is unk.nown} and 

represents the percentage of average instructional costs financed by the state 
solely through institutional subsidy. 

The overall relationship of tuition to total instructional cost may best 

be regarded as a resultant of the politico-economic interactions described 
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above rather than a policy variable to be manipulated for its own sake. Largely 
because of this views the relevant recommendation in the preliminary Task Force 

report was that the University approach the 1917 Legislature on the assumption 

that the overall relationship of tuition to instructional cost would remain ap
proximately 24% and that pu:bl ic and private monies. be sought to enhance the 

availability of student aid and to pennit relaxation of the need threshold. The 

administration and Regents have followed those recommendations. 

Once an overall relationship of student to state suppm·t of instructional 

cost has been assumed or determined, a series of questions arises about how the 

burden of the student share is to be distributed or, conversely, how state sup

port for the University's instructional program should be distributed.. The pro

cess of distributing state support is accomplished through al1ocation of resources 

to units and programs and through setting the. various rates which determine what 

each student in those programs or units will pay. In terms of access policy this 

issue of internally distributing the total institutional subsidy is at least as 

important as the overa11 tuition level issue and far more subject to policy 

control at the University level. In pra.ctic.e, it has been left almost entirely 

to the discretion of the University. 

Within a University, tuition rates may be differentiated in many ways and 

practical policy may vary from a single term tuition for every student regardless 

of program, level. -load, or any other characteristic to extremely complex systems 

differentiating rates in many dimensions and literally hundreds of combinati11:ms. 

Figure 1 shows some of the possible bases of tuition rate differentiation. Most 

of the bases listed are in use to~ so,me degree in the University of Minnesota and 

each is used by some American public university. Clearly an arsenal of tools 1s 

available to decision makers to accomplish whatever the goals of tuition policy 

are perceived to be. 

What are those goals in the case of the University of Minnesota? 'We per

ceive the very general goal of state policy to be the provision of ma({imum access 

to the University to the citizens of Minnesota given the level of state support. 

This leads to the question of what tuition and budgeting scheme wi11 best ac

complish that goa~l. How should the state support be distributed internally? 
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There are four pass ib 1 e generic ans~'fers to this question: 
i. Uniform tuition per student. 
2.. Uniform state support per student. 
3. Uniform percentage of tuition to instructional cost. 
4. A flexible, management determ.ined policy designed to maximize 

access by unit, encourage efficient resource utilization, 
respond to clearly understood manpower supply and demand 
needs and react to competitive pricing situations. 

The first of these possibilities~ uniform tuition, although quite common in 
American universities in a somewhat modified for:n, can readily be rejected on 
benefit and equity grounds. In the University of Minnesota, per student instruc
tional cost can and does vary from program to program by factors as high as eleven 
to one. It cannot make sense to impose a uniform tuition on such students since 
they clearly derive vastly different benefits from the. costs expended on the.m. 
Additionally, a perverse incentive may be created by the uniform tuition approach 
for under that scheme the state,_ '"'hich has furnished a virtually total educational 
subsidy through high school, reduces that subsidy sharply in the 1ower division 
of the University, the~ increases it somewhat in the upper division and very 
sharply at graduate and pro,fessional levels. This pattern does not seem con
sistent with commonly held views of proper policy in maximizing access and ed~ 
ucational attainment. 

The second general a.pproach, uniform state support per student with tuitions 
providing the difference to cost, results in a very wide range of tuition rates 
which are prohibitively high for the high cost programs and would be negative for 
some low cost programs where state aid exceeds cost. The percentage of state 
support to instructional cost varies from about 20% to over 100%. It does not 
seem likely that such a policy would be conducive to maximum access or efficient 
use of resources. 

The proposition that students, properly classifiedt should pay a uniform 
percentage· of the instructional cos.t their classification finds consi det·ab l e 
intuitive support. The Minnesota Higher Education Coordinating Commission has 
observed, 3 

. 3Minnesota Higher Education. Coordinating Commission; Responding to Change~ Re~ort 
to the 1973 Minnesota legislature. St. Paul, Minnesota: January, 1973 (pp.-5). 
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liThe relationship of tuition charges to instructional costs for 

lower division ~ tudents at the senior institutions tends to inhibit 

access by requjring those students to pay a disproportionate share 
of the total instructional costs of the institutions." "---the 

Co11111ission recommends that immediate studies be initiated by the 

state colleges and the. University to establish tuition charges for 

lower division, upp,er division, graduate, and professional students 

that wi 11 re.sult in tuition charges, as a percent of instructiooa 1 

costs, to be rot·e in ba.lance for each of these levels." 

The administration and Regents of the University of Minnesota moved cautious

ly in the direction of uniform proportions of instructional cost in the tuition 

plans of 1973-74t 1974-75~ and 1975-76. The 1976-77 plan of increasing all tui

tions by $11 per quarter was a si i ght retrogression from the pre•1ious policy 

caused by the observation that non-resident and profess 1onal tuitions were 

getting seriously out of line with the schools with which Minnesota competes 

and compares itself. Nevertheless, it is observable. both from oliert actions 

and from the .effects of a 1 ong accumulation of decisions, that we behave as if, 

abse'nt good reasons t6 the contrary, the basic tuition guidelines should be a 

constant proportion of instructional cost. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the fact 

that there is an implicit. though inexact~ assumption of proportionality in our 

tuition policy. l>tost programs are quite close to the 25% Hne. of proportionality 

although certain p.rofessiona1 and graduate programs, particularly in the Health 

Sciences, tend to be favored, ref1ect1ng either value judgmen.t about their social 

utility or the effects of market influence. 

There are some appealing features to the proportionality approach. It pro

vides a guide to the internal allocation of state funds thus minimizing pol Hica1 

power struggles over tuition pol icy and confining competition for resources to 

the expenditure side of the budget; at the same time it provides a means of 

maintaining a fair and predictable policy under changing conditions. It also 

seems conducive to fiscal and budgetary'responsibility. If each increase in 

spending results in an increased price to the consumer with little possibility 

of shifting that cost to other groups of consumers, both the provider and the 

user of instructional services are likely to consider budgetary demands carefully. 

Scarce resources should have a price and that price should bear some l'e1atior.ship 

to cost. 
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Considerable work has been done on the likely enrollment eff12cts of tuition 

policies. Cost related tuition offers C~ 9enera1 strategy to maintain stable en

rollments and relative institutional fl bili in periods of declining traditional 

enrollment demand. 4 This is simply because demand elasti-cities are far greater in 
lower cost than in higher cost programs. 

\-lhile proportionality has much to be sai.d for it as a general guideline, it 

should not be conceived of as a rigid rule or even as a universal goal. The 

internal distribution of the tuition burden is a powerful policy tool and should 

be used for that purpose whenever goals are clear and analysis indicates it 1,.,;ill 

be effective. If a program has very heavy student demand, ample scholarship 

money is available to a11 classes of students desiring admission., and the program 

graduates are readily employable, full cost tuition may be appropriate regardl.ess 

of tuition levels in other programs.. On the other hand, a situation may occur in 

which facul.ty and/or physical resources are underutilized allowing total revenue 

a.nd tota1 access to rise as a result of lowering a tuition rate. In such a case 

the fact that the percentage of tuition to instructional cost is below the an-
University average should not be an inhibition. Short term tuition moves meant 

•' 

to utilize fixed cost resources lrost fully need not necessari 1y meet any test of 

proportionality. Such cases should be subject to indi'lidual analysis. Finally, 

well reasoned and researched man.power production encol!ragement or discouragement 

may surely be approached through departures from proportional tuition rates. In 
some cases, public--policy as indicated by the state or federal political overhead 

wi 11 dictate such departures. 

From the above scussion emerges ine of a pragmatic policy about 

internal tuition rate setting which the S ttee recommends. Rate structures 

should change very slowly. to avoid the disruption of student planning tha.t can 

accompany large, unanticipated changes. When they· do change, rates should, as 

a general guideline) move in the direction of the all-University proportion of 

tuition to instructional cost. This may properly be modified by the necessities 
of the competitive market and by the careful a.nd clearly justified use of tuition . 
as a tool to accomplish specific policy goals. 

4Hoenack~ Stephen A. and William C. Weiler "Cost Related Tuition Policies and 
University Enrollments" Journal of Human Resources, Vol. X, No. 3 (Summer, 
1975): 332-360. 
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Although it has been simplified and rationalized slightly in the past several 

years, the current tuition system present.s a bewildering and frequently irrational 

schedule of charges to the student. It is an accretion of many years of ad hoc 

decision and changes. i~any of its incentive effects appear perverse or anachron

istic. One of the members of this subcommittee has coiT'.mented on the analogy 

with the f.ederal income tax. Just as some of the special tax breaks which exist 

in the income tax might better be pursued through more direct mans, some of the 

objects of special tuition treatment shQ.,uid pr.obab ly be achieved through other 

.means thus simplifying what is basicany a revenue system and making an the 

policies involved more overt and more easily reviewable, 

Although the present system is roughly based on seven rates by college of 

registration, there·are some exceotions. A special rate applies to Graduate 
students who are employed as Teaching Assistants or .Associates; it does not 

apply to Research Assistants. Gradua.te students in Medicine. Dentistry, Veter .. 

i nary Medicine, and Law pay the rates fo·r those schools rathet· than the Graduate 

School rate. Medical Fellow SpeciaHsts pay a special rate as do several classes 

.of Graduate Schoo1 registrants who are in certain s tag,es of their graduate careers. 

In general, a student taking eleven quarter credits or less pays tuition on 
the basis of a per credit hour fee while a flat quarterly fee is paid for 1oads 

exceeding eleven credits, but there are exceptions. There are net credit hour 

fees in the Medica-l School; instead a flat fee is cha ed for l-9 credits and a 

fiat f.ee of twice that amount f.or 10 credits or more. A similar situation app1 i es 

in the Graduate School except that the lower flat rate applies to six or 1es:s 

credits. A.11 of this is additionally compHcated by the fact that the Student 

Services Fee, a flat quarterly amountt is mandatory fo.r students taking six or 

more credits. Students in Continuing fducatian and Extension pay a credit hour 

fee based on level of ctnJrse throughout the entire range of credit loads. Medtcal 

Fellow Specialists pay a flat quarterly fe·e for any number of credits. 

For the most part~ each resident tuition r3te is matched by a corresponding 
non-resident rate except that all Teaching Assistants and Teaching Associates 

(and their immediate families) are treated as residents so there is no non

resident rate for their classification. The same is t1·ue of Medical Fellow 

Speciaiists. Non-resident rate differentials currently range from 156% to 203% 

with no perceptible pattern. 
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There are numerous cases in which t'Jition is waived. Some of these, e.g. 

wards of the state, senior citizens,. b11 students. and American Indi.an students 

at Morris, are matters of 1aw. While they would be better handled through scholar

ship or contract payment, they are minor a.nd not readily subject to University 

policy. There are, however, two major classes of subsidy which are s·ubject to 

the University's internal policy and whose treatment should be revised. 

The subcomnittee recommends that the Regents' Scholarship day school program 

be funded and the tuition recorded in the income accounts. While this is a mere 

in-and-out accounting change and requires no additional funding, it would reflect 

the University's activities more accurately and make its tuiti.on accounts simpler 

and more easily auditab1e. 

The November 20, 1975 report of the Graduate Assistant Task Force recommended 
11 ---that the special tuition category for T .A.s be e1 iminated and the additional 

income thus gained be used with other appropriate resources to adjust level of 

compensation---."5 This Subco~ittee agrees with that recommendation for the 

same reasons cited above in regard to the Regents' Scholarship program. We recom

mend that the current practice of cha.rgirgresident rates for T.A.s be continued. 

Since Medical Fellow Specialists and some similar classes of student appear 

to be assessed more than their in-service status vmu1.d warrant and because that 

assessment frequently fa11s on the hospitals which are providing the training,. 

this Subcommittee recommends that the fee charged such students be reduced by 
about half to a flat quarterly fee similar to that required to maintain continuous 

registration. The Subcommittee has not dealt with special laboratory fees in 

its simulations but favors their elimi on through legislative appropriation, 

incorporation in general tuiti,m, or a combination of the two. 

A basic question, and one which has aroused great interest, is whether the 

unit of tuition assess:r.ent should continue to be the flat quarterly charge oc 

whether it would be wiser and more equitable to move to an assessment based on 

number of credit hours. 

5•*RepO·rt and Recommendations of the Graduate Ass.istant Task Force, II November 20, 
1975, page 7. 
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It'is useful to examine the effects of the current system. Figure 4 il

lustrates the effective per credit tuition cost at. various credit loads under the 

present system for selected colleges and progr.ams. Four basic approaches are pn=

sent. In CEE a constant unit nr1ce per t hour is charg~d. In CLA, GC, 
Dent1stryt and rr<Ost other colleges, such a unit charge is made through the 

eleventh credit after which the price per unit declines through the remaining 

range .. In the Graduate School the unit ·rate decl1n·es from $143 at one credit 

to $23.83 at six credits, rises to $40 .. 86 at seven credits. then declines through 

the remaining rang·e. The Twin City Medical School schedule is similar to the 

Graduate School except that the rate break occurs between nine and ten credits. 
All of this leads to some striking anomalies. Consider the following 

examples: 

• A graduate student taking one credit pays a per- credi.t price seven 

and one haif times that paid by a graduate student with a fifteen 

credit load. 

• If a Veterinary student (or Dentistry or UMD 1•!edidne} and a Twin 

Cities Medical student each take one credit the Medical student 

pays $271 and the Veterinary student $45 .. 25. At six credits they 

pay the same. At n1ne credits the Veterina.ry student pays $45.25 
per credit, the Medical student $30.11. At ten credits, the Veter

inary student is still paying $45.25 but the Medical student now 

pays $54.10. Beyond twelve credits they pay the same rate. 

• A graduate student who must take seven credits rather than six pays 

$23.83 for the first six credits and .$143 for the seventh. Any 

graduate stuaent taking seven to eleven credits pays a higher per 
credit rate than a student taking four3 five, six, or twelve or 
more cret:ti ts. 

t A CEE student taking a l.XXX 1eve1 load of less than fourteen 

credits pays a lower unit price than a corresponding CLA student. 
If~ however, the load is fifteen or more, the CEE student pa~s 

progressively more relative to CLA and at 1eve1s beyond eighteen 

credits would pay a higher unit price than a graduate student 

carrying a day school program at the 8XXX 1eve1. 

1 In most colleges, a student with a twenty credlt 1 oad pays a unit 
rate about 60% of the rate paid by a t.-~e1ve credit student. 
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1 A non-resident Qt~aduate student carrying six credits pays less 

per credit than a resident graduate student with a two credit 
load. 
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If the mandatory Student s,ervices Fee is a1so considered, the effective per 

credit hour pattern is further confounded as figure 5 i 11 ustrates. Because that 

fee applies to students carrying nrore than fiv,e credits, still another unit 

price cutoff is added. The Subcommittee has been impressed with the li ke1 ihood 

that the present system has perverse and irrational effects on student program 

se1 ection. 

Per Credit Hour Tuition 

Per credit tuition charges are more equitable than the present system in 

the sense that the cost of the credit.s required for a degree is the same regard

less of the number of terms the student takes to comp 1 ete the degree. The tui

tion in each term would be proportional to the number of credits taken in that 

term. The many existing uneven obstacles to selecting the most desirable program 

would be eliminated. 
The per credit ~uition approach. like any tuition policy) has some dis

advantages. First,. the Subcol'llmlttee be 1 i~eves that some ins true tiona 1 costs do 

not depend upon the number of credits taken. Consequently, serious consider

ation was given to recomending a fixed charge plus Slt1a11er per credit tuition 

charges than would otherwise be necessary. This approach was rejected mainly 
because the tuition charge for students taking one to three credits wouid be very 

high. Furthermo.re, beca.use re1ative1y few student.s take only one course, the 
tuition relief for students taking more than one course would be very small. 

The S,ubconmittee observes, too. that per cr,edit tuition charges might have 

some potenti.al adverse effects on student program selection such as (1) iess 

experimentation within degree objectives. {2) less demand for courses r.ot gen

erally related to degree objectives and (3) a tendency to take the minimum num

ber of credits required for a degree. Only minimal exoerience is available to 

judge the 1 'i kel ihood or extent of t!"iese adverse effects. 

We are aware of two fairly comparable schools which have made similar 

changes in recent years. Hichigan State University instituted a per credit hour 

system in response to student pressure and has experienced little change in the 

vol.ume or pattern of student demand. A.1tMugh there was some dec1irein ·~extra-
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curricular~~ credits, t'lis iMY have been because a physjcal education requirement 

was dropped at the same t1me that the tuition system wa~ revised. The Univers Hy 

of Delaware made a ~latcd change ;,n 1975 whidtr they reportJ has {1} cut down 

on overschedu1ing with intent ·to cam:el and thus improved the efficiency of 

course seheduHng by 8%, (2} enhanced reevaloaticn of curriculum and academic 

standa.rds by Departments and Faculty Senate. {3) reduced the inequity of the cost 

of a degree for part time students. and (4) increased total revenues through more . 

. efficient sc.ieduling ;resulting in better accotmJOdation to student demand. 5 

In some areas of the UnhersH:.y cf Mi·nnesota there is a. tendency. for stll-
, 

dents to register for more credits .than they intend to carry. Having sampled the 

courses, the student 'then cancels the least desirable. Meanwhile. a student who 

desires·to take the course may have been prev.e:nted from doing so because the class 

limit had apparently been filled.· The existing tu1t1on system imposes no penalty 

for such •tshopping~t behavior on students carr-Jing a load of t'1Yehe credits or 

more. Instead the cost is borne by the student unable to obtain i desired 

course and by the institution and the state in terms of suboptimal use of re

sources. Under a per credit hour system serious course selection would be en-
1 

couraged by econom1csanctions and course shopping would be paid for, at least 

in part, by its benefic.iaries. 
Recognizing the possible drawbacks of a per credit hour approach, the 

Subcommittee considered severa 1 'ttband" approaches which would charge some stu

dents taking a range of credits the same tuition. For example. one approach 

would charge per credit hour for loads of ele'ven credits or less or nineteen 

credits or more. Students taking twelve to eighteen credits would pay a flat 
rate based on the average ·number OT credits taken by students in this group. 

A 11 such band approach.es were considered t~na.cceptab 1e. The broader the band~ 

the more inequity ~within the band. The more narrow the band, the more .nearly 

the policy approaches the less complicated per credit tuition charges. Any 
flat rate or banding approach must be founded on a desire to encourage some 

credit load numbers as against others and a wn 1 ingness to use price incentives 

to do so by favoring some students at the. expense of others. The Subcomnittee 

could find no rationale on which to select s!.lch desirable credit loads on 

6university of Delaware, untitled and undated description of cost-saving 
techniques. On file in MPIS. 
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a University-widebasis. Any cutoff points selected produce arbitrary inequities 
and irregular influences on student program decis'io.ns. The unavoidable fact is 

that under the present system students taking lesser numbers of credits subsidize 

those taking greater numbers. 
The Subccmittee recomends that the University replace the present system 

with per credit tuition charges. In doing so. we .endo.rse the substantive fin.di.ngs 
of the Afi..:Hoc Committee to St.udy Credit Hour Fees which reported to the ·president 

on May 1St 19757 with one s.ignificant cautio~:. This Subconmittee has discovered 

no conclusive evjdence that stUdents taking lesser credit loads are necessarily 

the less wealthy. There is some material; h~ver, that would suggest that 

conclusion.· Strong8 found no differences. in students receiving financial aid 

and those not receiving such aid'based on ability measures or total credits at 

the University of M'innesota. On the basis of father's occupational and educational 

level, however. those whQ receive· a.id appear~to be from significantly lower socio

economic backgrounds than those not receiving aid. 

Armstrong and Ha119 found~ in a cohort study, cov~r1ng four academic years 

plus two quarters of the fifth year• that C'redits a.ttempted per quarter by Martin 
luther King Program students w.ere slightly below the number attempted by non-t-1U< 
students {14.l·vs~ 14.7). Credits completed per quarter were 9.3 for MLK students . ; .~ -

and 12.3 for non-MlK students* Both of these results were significant at the 5% 

level. It seems likely that. the present tuition system has the effect of in

creasing total degree cost for those progressing more sl~ly toward that objective~ 
;" 

among whom are the disadvantag.ed. A_ minimal conclusion is that· institution of a 

system based en credit b'our charg&s would not worsmthe financial problems of the 

disadvantaged; probably. it would reduce them. 

7university of Mfnnesota, Ad4toc tomittee to Study Credit-Hour Fees, Final 
Report. May JS, 1975. 

8strong, Stan,ley R. 11Who Gets Financial Aid?• University of Minnesota,. Office 
of Student Affairs Research Bulletin, Vol. 15, No. 3, December 10, 1975. 

9Annstrong, Roberta A. and William V. flall 11A Comparative Study of ~rtin Luther 
King Program and .Randomly Selected Freshmen Ent.ering the University of Minnesota 
in Fan, 1970: Entrance Data a.nd Subsequent Performance 11 Universi ~y of Minnesota 

· Office of Student Affairs Research Bulletin, Vo.1. 16, No. 14, Junn 21, 1916. 
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The Basis of Rate and Unit O'ifferentiati1[! 

Tuition may be differentiated by course characteristics or by student 
characteristics •. Presently tuition varies according to student characterhti cs, 

The Subconmitt~Mf recomnends that tuition differentiation continue to be 

based on student characteristics. Serious consideratton was given to the concept 

of pricing eacn course in order to relate each student.'s tuition to the cost of 
the courses he or she takes~ Modifications of th1s approach involving the pricing 

of groups o: courses by program and .level were a1so considered. Eventually. the 

~ Subc001nittee rejected the entire course pr1dng approach on the grounds that it 

would unduly affect the student 1 S program selection.. 'While course pricing has 

many theoretica1 advantages because price variation is based on the characteristics 
of the service provided rather than the characteristics of the user of the service~ 

we were not wi11ing·to risk such a .system in the absence of any evidence about the 

possible educational effects which might occur. 

More specif1ca11y. tne Subcommittee recor.mends the following pattern of 
variation by student level and unit of registration: 

1. An undergraduate stud:ents should pay the same tuition rates 

until the quarter in which they sign up for their 91st cl-edi t. 

The purpose of this uniform tuition rate 1s to permit the begin

ning student who is often undecided abnut what program he or she 
intends to pursue to change programs without cost considerations. 

2. Starting iith the quarter in which they sign up for their 91st 

credit, undergraduates should pay a tuition rate that depends on 

their unit of registration. The tu1Uon rate should be related 

to the cost of an average upper division program in that unit. 

Units with s1mf1ar costs or wne:re it is judged that costs ought 

to be similar may be grouped for this purpose. In1 tia lly. this 

would be done on the basis of traditional, largely collegiate. en

rollment units. An eventual possibility is at least partial differ

entiation on a department or discipline level ~as well. The argument . 
in favor of this eventual alternative is that the variation within 

coli eges is great and. grouping departments {more properly, majors} 

may produce more equitable results. In addition, this might provide 

a means of dealing with the situation in which the same major is 

offered to students registered in different colleges with different 

· tuition rates. The counterarguments have to do with the uncertainty 
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and changeabiJi ty of our stJJdent major recor:f5 and the des. i rabil i ty 

of associat1ng ~~gistration witft the co1lf!9e .rather than the depart

ment. The Subc0ft11ittee.achieved no agreement· that differentiation 
> 

should go beyood the college level except ~here it already does so. 

3.. Students registered-in professional' school~ such as Medicine, 
. j. - . ' 

Dentistry~ Veteririary Medicine, ~nd law should pay tuition rates 

that vary with 'the cost of.their instru~tion. _·Again, g~up_ing fs 

· pennissable. 
4. Studentsiregistered in the Graduate School should pay a tuition 

rate that is a proportion of the cost of an average Graduate School 

program._ The current· differential trea~ment of Medical, Dental, 
_Veterinary Medicine, and taw graduate students should continue. 

An alternative that received some support witbin the Subcommittee 

would vary the tuition price according to the-cost of the average 

graduate program in the budgeted college in which the program is 

offered. Wh~n and if the departmen,t approach is used in (2) ~ the. 
case fa~ this alternative is strengthened. ' -

Simulation of Proposea System 
< < ' ' 't ,/ 

It was the op~inion of'the Subcoanittee that discus~ion and informed decision 

making would be best served if a simulation of a revised tuition plan we're avail

abl~ to be compare~ with the effects of the existing plan. Accordingly, Man

agement Planning and Information Services. act.ing as staff to the Subcommittee, 

was asked to pr~pare such a ~sim~lation using a plan which would have the follow

ing characteristics: 
1. It should be designed to produce the same net' revenue as would be 

produced under the existing system. 
2. It should treat similarly situated individuals identically. 

I. 0 

3. It should carry out the intent of the public support of the 

University to: the extent that intent is disc~fnable. 

4. It should be reasonably clear to students, decis t~~tn makers, .and 

the public. 

5. It should be reasonably efficient'to administer. 
6. It should be based on proportional credit hour rates. 

7. Rate differentials should be appl.ied by classes of student, not 

characteristics of courses. 
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8,. The differential between ncn ... resident.and resjdent rates should 

be made uniform with non~resident rates to be about 2.75 times 
resident rates . 

9. It should propo.se a minimal number .of tuition rate groupings 

based generally on student· level and cost ·of program. 
10. It should endeavor to move an tuittdn groups slightly toward 

the system mean. percentage of tuition to instructional cost. 
11. Wherever,possible, each component of the new groupings should 

be moved toward the group mean percentage of instructional cost. 

12. The graduate TA tuition rate should be eliminated. compensating 

by a TA salary raise at least sufficient to offset the additional 
tuition charge for- the average TA. ~, 
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The remainder. of this report describes such a simulation based on the academic 
y~ar 1976-77 • 

. Schedule A shows the· tuition results under the existing tuition approach for 

1975-76. Tuition derived from registrants in each unit it divided into that re

ceived at resident rates and that received on the basis of nan-resident rates. 
,t 

A.lthough the University has al.ways known whether a student was a legal resident 

or a legal non-resident~ for various rea.sons (reciprocity, employment as a TA, etc.) 

many legal non-residents pay tuitions at resident rates. With the new information, 

it is possible for the first time to estimate with some accuracy the effective non
residency factor in tuition revenues~ an essential component of intelligent ana ly

sis of tuition issues. For 1975-76, 7.02% of University registrants pa.id non

resident tuition, 18.9% of tuition revenue derived from non-resident tuitions, 

and about l2.9S of total tuition resulted from the existence of the non-resident 

tuition differential. 
Schedule B is an attempt to estimate likely 1976--77 tuition revenues by en .. 

ro11ment unit. Starting with· the 1975-76 actuals, factors are applied for pre-
.. 

dieted headcount enrollment changes and the rate changes between 1975-76 and 
1976-77. An estimated experience factor is also included for certain units to 
adjust for unusual effects of part time enrollment or'to reduce the result to con

form more closely to Business Office estimates of 1976-77 tuition revenue. The 
resulting total estimate, $38,008,555,. is the net tuition figure against which 

a revised system is simulated. 



UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA Schedule A Resident and Nonres~dent Tuition 

N 
by Enrollment Categories 

N 1975-76 
C1l 
C"· (A) (B) (C) (E) (F) (G) 1'0 

c.. Tuition Received (D) E uivalent uarters of Tuition Percent 
Total Rates Res1dent Nonres1dent Tot a Nonresident 

Resident Nonresident {A + 8} Res./Nonres. {A);{D} Res. {B}-(0} Nonres. ( E + F} (F .; G} 
Biological Sciences s 320,764 $ ]g, 710 $ 400,474 $244 $ 740 1,314.6 107.7 1., 422 .,3 7.57 
Agriculture 928,672 194,838 1,123,510 228 690 4,073.1 282.3 4,355.4 6.48 
Business 935,086 124,539 1,059,625 228 690 4,101.2 180.4 4,281.6 4. 21 
Veterinary Medicine 403,717 93 .,469 497,186 530 1, 355 761.7 . 68.9 830.6 8.30 
Oentfstry 744,523 142,641 887 t 164 530 1, 355 1 ,404. 7 105. 2' 1,509.9 6.97 
Oental Hygien~ 141,709 45,735 .187,444 210 625· 674.8 7.3. 1 747.9 9. 71 
Education h 141,864 109,272 1,251,136 228 690 5,008.1 15~. 3 5,166.4 3.06 
Technology . 2,.149 ,439. ·. 696,693 2. 846. 1.32 . 244 . 740 8,809:1 . 94.1.4 9,750.5 9.65 
Graduate School - Twin Cities** 2,630,235 2,011,677 4,641,912 . 275 770 9,564.4 2,612.5 12,176.9 21.45 
Law 573,086 158,687 731 ,773 316 905 1,813.5 175.3 1,988.8 8.81 
Medicine 1 ,151 , 346 375,757 1 , 527, 1031t 530 1,355 2,172.4 - 277.3 2,449.7 12~76 
Medical Fellow Specialists 189,500 189,500* 12~ 125 1,516.0 1,516.0 -0-
Medical Technology 80,124 8,019 88,143 275 770 291.3 10.4 301.7 3.45 
Nursing 253,740 21,687 275,427 244 740 1,039.9 29.3 1,069.2 2.74 
;.llolfmacy 2B9,298 70,972 360,270 316 905 915.5 78.4 993.9 7.89 
Libera 1 Arts 8,326,796 1,385,618 9,712,414 210 625 39 ,651 . 4 2,216.9 41,868.3 5.29 
University College 12B,272 13~343 141,615 210 625 610.8 21.3 632.1 3.37 
General College 1,439,681 161,990 1 ,601 ,671 210 625 6,85S.6 259.1 7,114.7 3.64 
Pu~lic Health 125,578 199,882 325,460 275 770 456.6 259.5 716.1 36.24 
Occupational Therapy/ 
Physical Therapy 93,589 4,113 97,702 275 770 340.3 . 5. 3 . 345.6 1.53 

~1ortuary Science 57,062 49,308 106,370 316 905 180.5 54.4 . 234.9 23.16 
Home Economics 695,086 89,490 784,576 228 690 3,048.6 129.6 3,178.2 4.08 
Forestry 377,625 66,050 443,675 . 228 690 1,656.2 95.7 1,751.9 5.46 
Graduate School - Duluth 102,957 20,630 123,587 275 770 374.3 26.7 401.0 6.66 
Ou 1 u th Med i c i n e . 112,079 22,583 134,662 530 1,355 211.4 16.6 22,8.0 1.28 
Duluth School of Social Development 10,476 6,160 16,636 275 770 38.0 8.0 46.0 17.39 
Duluth - All Other 3,126,339 203,007 3,329, .346 210 625 14,887 •. 3 324.8 15,212.1 2.14 
Morris 899,960 98,223 998,183 210 625 4,285.5 157.1 4,442.6 3.54 
Crooks ton 402,447 35,234 4,37,681 190 545 2,118.1 64.6 2,182. 7 2.96 
Waseca 374,407 . 32,944 407,351 . 190 545 1,970.5 60.4 2,030.9 2.97 
'PhD Candidates 103,937 93,292 197,229 138 385 .753. 1 242.3 995 .4 24.34 -

$28! 309,394 $6~615!563 $341924!9'57 120!898.5 9,042 .8 129 !941. 3 7.02 
•separated by MPIS. 

**Includes Medical, Veterinary, Dentistry, and Law graduates paying professional school rates. 



UNIVERSlTY OF MINNESOTA Schedule B 
M · Estimated Tuition by Enrollment Units 
N 1976-77 

0.1 
0"1 
10 ( 3) (4) ( 5) (6) (7) Q.. 

(1) ( 2) Volume Tuition Part Time 1975-76 1976·77 Est-
Headcount Headcount Factor Rate Change Actual imated Tuition 
Fall '75 Fall '76 (2}/{1) Increase Factor Tuition PlX{4)X{S)X(6} 

Biological Sciences 565 550 . 973 1.045 $ 400,474 $ 407,196 * Separated by t~PIS . 
Agriculture 1,780 1 ,930 1.084 1.048 1 '123,510' . 1 ,276,307 
Business 1,642 1,550 .944 1.048 1,059,625 1,048,287 *'If\" Includes Medical~ Veterinary, 
Veterinary l·~edicine 241 265 1.100 1.021 497 '186 558,390 Dentistry, and Law graduates 
Dentistry 569 569 1.000 1.021 .967 887,164 .875,523 paying professional school rate 
Dental Hygiene 280 328 1. 171 1.052 187,444 230,912 
Education 2,484 2,900 1.167 1.048 .94.5 1,251,136 1 ,446,050 
Technology 4,035 4,200 1.041 .1.045 2,846,132 3,096,022 · 
Graduate Schoo 1 - Twin Cities•• 7,450 7,500 1.007 1.046 ·4 ,G4 ., ,912 .. . 4,e89,428 

law 711 710 .999 1.035 731,773 . 756,628 
Medicine• 973 . 998 1.026 1.021 1 '527' 103 .1. 599 '711 
Medical Tech~ology 131 140 1.069 1.040 .943 88,143 92,406 
Nursing 431 455 1.056 1.045 275,427 303,939 
Ph !! !"!flac~ 409 414 1.012 1.035 360,270 377,354 
L ioera i ~rts 17,232 17,900 1.039 1.052 9,712,414 10,615,669 
University College 241 265 . 1.100 1.052 .957 14·1,615 156,800 
General College 3,048 3,300 1 .. 083 1.052 1 ,601 ,671 1,824,784 
Pub 1 i c He a 1 th 359 357 .9g4 1.040 .967 325,460 325,253 
Occupational . Therapy/ 
Physical Therapy 136 135 .993 1.040 97,702 100,899 

Mortuary Science 89 100 1.124 1.035 106,370 123,744 
Home Economics 1,288 1,350 1.048 1.048 784,576 861.703 
Forestry 580 600 1.034 1.048 443,675 480,780 
Graduate Schoo~ - Duluth 170 210 1.235 1.046 H3,587 159,651 

Duluth Medicine 71 84 1.183 1.021 I .924 134,662 . 150,216 
Duluth School of Social 
Development 42 40 .952 1.040 16,636 16,471 

Duluth - All Other 5,913 6,391 1.081 1.052 3,329,346 3,786,132 
Morris 1,593 1,635 1.026 1.052 998,183 1,077,389 
Crookston 930 975 1.048 1.058 437,681 485,294 
Waseca 705 825 1.170 1.058 ~ 936 407,351 471,740 
PhD Candidat£S 197,229 197,229 
Medical Fel10h' Specialists* 552 58(' 1.051 1.088 189 1500 216.648 

$34 '924 ,95 7 $38 10081 555 
. ( 
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In order to describe a sys tern based on jler crec1i ~ hour rates. it is next 
necess_ary to make son:e assumptions about the distribution of quarters at various 
instructional loads for each registration unH. There is available data· on this 
point and Schedule C entitled "Number of Quarterly Registrations and Implied 
Credits, 1975-76" was prepared from that data. Since the distribution of credit 
loads is constantly changing, this type of snapshot schedule cannot be totally 
relied on to describe likely tuition effects but it is ptobably sufficiently 
accurate to be used if combined with adjustment factors which confonn the result 
to the actual pattern of tui.tion recei-pts. 

The pattern of the registration and credit schedule was adjust~d for pro
jected 1976-77 differences in enrollment volume and the tuition revenue under 
the existing system was predicted for each enrollment unit at resident rates. 
Using the known non~residency pattern, this prediction was raised to reflect the 
non-resident differential. This predicted total revenue was then compared with 
the predictions based on historical experience. In nearly all cases the latter · 
were lower and we adjusted to the lower figures . . Thh differential reflects the 
presence of various types of tuition waiver arrangements and overstatement of the 
registration level by the distribution schedu1e. 10 

Where indicated, separation was made between . lower division and upper division 
students based on the 1974-75 Student Demand Matrix ratios. It was assumed, for 
lack of more detailed data, that the distribution of registrations by number of 
credit hours is similar in lower division and upper division • . Except in General 
Col.lege, adult specials were assigned to upper division. M.Ed., M. P.H., and 
similar candidates were treated with their college of registration rather than with . 
the Graduate School. Separate computations were made for graduate students in 
Medicine, Dentistry, Veterinary Medicine, and Law as well as for Post-MO Medical 
Fellow Spec fa lists·. 

The result of all of the above described analysis was the derivation of a 
schedule of predicted paid credits by enro 11 ment unit and student 1 eve 1 , divided 
into resident and non-resident, for 1976-77. That figure is 1 ,958,690, which 
compares well with known credit. hour production as adjusted for tuition waivers 
and other experience factors. The detail estimates ~lso seem cred~ble on the 
basis of known volume measurements. 

10The computations being described here are very voluminous and are not included 
in the report . 'They are available in MPIS. 
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The following display. Schedule 0, •;hows the revised tuition 
been simulated on the basis of the above criteria and analysis. 
virtually all of the objectives which the Subcommittee-outlined. 
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plan wh ich has 
It does accomplish 

The revenue produced is $508,940 in excess ~f the projected revenue under 
the old syst~m. This excess revenue would be earmarked for raising TA salaries 
to compensate for the e·l imination of the special TA tuit ion rate. The amount 
should be adequate to accomplish the adjusbment. The t~ition differenti ~l is $75 
per qu.1rter which should be adjusted to about $86 to compensate for the taxability 
of the salary increase as against the non-taxability of the tuit~on difference. 
Since about 5,900 quarters of TA employment are anticipated in the current y~ar, 
a TA salary adjustment aggregating $507;400 can be estimated. I 

The discussion plan contemplates a very large tuition class
1 
consisting of 

all th~ lower division students in the system who take in excess: of 41% of all 
credit hours . Under the s imula·Uon, all of these students would pay $15 per 
credi t hour for any credit hours taken, regardless of level or study field. As 
a group, these students are now paying an estimated 33.1% of their instructional 
costs as compared to a system average. under these computations of 25.7%. The 
revised plan would reduce the 33.a to 32 . 5%. Within the group the cost ptr
centage currently ranges from 14.g% at Crookston to 45.1% in General College. 
With a few exceptions each percentage within the group moves toward the group 
mean. 

The second proposed category is upper division studen~s in relatively lower 
cost units who would, under the simulation here sh~n. pay $15.50 per credit 
hour. 26.2% of all credit hours would fall in this category. The group average 
instructional cost percentage would fall from 31 . 5% to 31.3% and most individual 
rates would move toward the group mean. 

Group III consists of upper division students in relatively higher cost · 
units taking 14 .2% of all credit hours. Under the simulation presented, they 
would pay $17 per credit hour and their group mean percentage of instructional 
cost would move from 23.5% to 24.1%. Some movement toward the group mean is 
present. The three foregoing rates cover 81.8% of all credit hours taught within 
the University. 

Group IV combines certain Health Sciences programs in a group to be charged, 
in the simulation, $20 per credit hour. The group mean percentage of cost moves 
from 17.3% to 18.2%. 
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Non- Estimated 
• Resident resident Proeosed Rates Percentage Break-

en Credit Credit Total Revenue - Non- Estimated Of Instruc- even N 

Cll Hours Hours Credit Present Resident resident Revenue-Proeosed S~stem Cost per SCH tional Cost Point 
C'\ (RC) (NC) . Hours System (RX) (NX) Resident Nonresident Total ( 1. 1655XFY75) Old tlew R NR IQ 

Q.. • --IV. Students Registered 
;n: 

. Medical Technology 4,443 162 4,605 $ 92 .406' s 88,860 $ 8,910 $ 97,770 $270.27 7.4% 7.90~ 14+ 14 
OT/PT 5,373 86 5,459 100,899 107,460 4,730 112,190 139.71 13.2S 14.70~ 14+ 14 
Mortuary Science 3,090 971 . 4,061 123,744 61 ,800 53,405 115,205 99.32 30 . 7S 28 . 60~ 16+ 16 
Nursing 15,864 493 16,357 303,939 317,280 27,115 344,395 131.98 14.1% 16.00% 12+ 13 
Public Health 6,652 3,850 10,!i02 ' 325,253 133,040 211,750 344,790 100.82 30.7% 32.60% 14+ 14 
Phamacy ·15 2206 11357 .16 1563 377 1354 304,120 74,635 __E-8 , 75~ 122.04 18.7~ 18.70: 16+ 16 

50,628 6 2919 572547 $ 11323.595 $20.00 $55.00 s 1101~1560 $ 380,545 $ 1 ,393,105 132.93 lJ.j% 18.20% 
v. Professional and 

Graduate Law. ~tudents 
Profess iona 1 27,996 2~808 30,804 $ .767,628 $ 601,914 $ 165,672 ·s 767,586 
Gradu~te 38 4 42 11519 817 236 1,053 97.12 2 5. 3% ~. 70~; 1 5~ 15 

2g 1o3~ 21812 ~01846 $ 758 1147 $21.50 $59.00 $ 602.731 $ 165 2908 $ 7681639 
VI . Professional .and 

Graduate Students in: 
t-tedicine 

Profess i ona 1 47,033 4,919 51,952 $ 1,599,711 $ 1,410,990 $ 405,818 $ 1 ,816 ;808 239.63 14.7% 15.10% 18+ 16 Graduate 8,435 2,339 iO, 774 614,654 253,050 192,967 446,017 
Ot-1 uth Hedicine 
Professional 5,259 385 5,644 150,216 157.770 31,763 189,533 unknown 18+ 16 

Dentistry 
Professicnal 28,146 1,955 30,101 875,523 844,380 161,287 1,005,667 277.54 10.9~ 12.10~ 18+ 16 3rad!.:ate 888 246 1,134 68,405 26,640 20,295 46,935 

Veterir.ary Medicine 
P :--ofess i c..na 1 16,793. 1,409 . 18,202 558,390 503,790 116,243 620,033 
Grad~ate 701 194 895 53.925 211030 16 1005 37 1035 175.78 1R.2% 19.60~ 18+ 16 

101 1 ~Ss 11 1441 118.702 $ 3!920.824 $30J>O $82.50 $ 3,217.650 $ 944.378 $ 4,162.028 239.32 13. 9~ 14. 7S 
VI I. All Students 

Registered in Graduate 
TAs School and ~'ot lis ted 

E1 sewhere 104 2499 29 J 165 133 1 ~64 $ 4 1 ~10 1576 $25.sil $70.00 S 2 2 664 2 12~ $2,041,550 $ 4,7061275 131.84 24.5~ 26.70~ 
8+ 8 

11+ 11 
VII I. Hedi':ai Fellow Specialists Other 

an~ Psy:hology F~l1ow 
1S 191S Speci a 1i s ts 15,918 s 216 1648 $65/atr S65[gtr s l031S4s $ 1031545 unknown 

·, 
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IX. Graduate Students 
Not Taking Credit 
Courses: 
Thesis Only 
Final Quarter of 
Doctoral . 
P.egis.tration 

Continuous 
Registration 

Examination 
Only 

Resident 
Cre1it 
Hours 
(RC) 

Non
resident 
CredH 
Hours 
(NC) 

Total 
Credit 
Hours 

TOTAL CREDIT HOURS 
GROSS TeiTION REVENUE 

1,824,127 134,563 1,958,690 

Deduct for Elimination of TA Rates and Increas.e 
of TA Salaries 

NET TUITION REVENUE 

Revenue -
Present 
System 

Proposed Rates 
Non

Resident resident 
(RX) (NX) 

Estimated 
Revenue-Proposed System Cost per SCH 

Res1dent Nonresident . Total- (1.1655XFY75) 

$ 197,229 $65/qtr $65/qtr $ 244,205 $ 244,205 

.· 

$38,008,555 

$38,008,555 

. . 
I ' 

.. . . 

$31,376,450 $7,141,045 $38,517,495 $ 75.12 

508,940 
$38,008,555 

*Not directly comparable since a st.lary increase for TAs is an integ.ral part of the proposal. 

·. . . 

Sche.JJ · e r 

Estimated 
Percentage 

Of Ins true
tiona} Cost 
Old New 

unknown 

25.7% 25.70~ 

Break
even 
Point 
R riR --
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The fifth group is Law students aoo graduate students in law. The proposed 

rate is $2L 50 per credit. The group"mean percentage of i nstruct1ona 1 cost, which 
under the present system is just shott of the system mean, moves very sitghtly to 
that mean. 

Group VI comprh.es the four very Mgh cost profess 1onal co1 leges and the 

related gra4uata· students. The rate proposed is $30 ll'r credit hour which would 

mow~ the group mean percentage of instructional cost '511ght1y upward from 13.9% 
to 14.7%. · : 

Group VII consists of all Graduate Students not included elsewhere. The pro
posed 'credit hour rate is $25~50 which rooves the percentage of instructiona i cost 

from 24.5% to 26.7%. This change must, of course, be viewed in the context of 
the proposed raise for TAs. 

Group VIII consists of Medical Fellow Specialists and Psychology Fellow 
Specialists. ror reasons cited earlier in this report·., a fixed term fee of $65 

per quarter is proposed here. 

The ninth and 1ast group is a collect1on of special Graduate School rates 

which cannot be related to credit hour loads. ·The basic proposal is that grad

uate students not carrying credit loads but who are required to maintain registra

tion should pay $65 per term. The examinat1on only fee would continue to be $30. 

As revenue effects in this group are very minor, the exact schedule and defin

itions within this. category have been left for perfection bY the Graduate School 
administration an6-'governance structure. The an1y important rule to be observed 

' ' 

is that if credits are being taken, the student should be included 1n Group VIr. 
A specific problem 1s that the proposed term fee is in excess of the proposed 

credit hour fees for one. or t'IIO credits. While the continuous registration fee 

ought not to be less than $65, the Subcomittee would have no objection to a 

flat rate of $65 for one or two creditS· if recomnended by the Graduate School. 
It should be noted that in all cases proposed rates are rounded to the 

nearest 25¢ and that an nonresident rates are about 275% of the corresponding 

resident rate. 

Breakeven points have also been calculated; These are the credit loads at 

which a student would be indifferent to prices under the existing or proposed 

systems. At lesser loads the student would far,e better under the proposed 
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c " " . •. . 11 
system; at greater loads the existing system is cheaper. Thus a resident lower 
division IT student carrying 17 credict.s would· pay $255 under either tuition 
scheme wh,ile at 18 credits t;he charge would be $15 higher under the simulation 
pian and at 16 credits it would be $15 less. 

It is p~ssible to test the simulation to deteneine. the numbers of students 
who would pay less, more, br the same amount •. The ~ers of quarters of regis

tration and the "j)ercentages ht e~ch ~ategory for each tuition group are shown 
, ' ~:':" 0, ' r 

fn Schedules E and F which follow: 
0 

' o)> Y' 

Group I 

<Group II 
Group III 

·.Group Ill 
Group V 

Group VI 

Group VII. 
Total 

Group I 

Group II· 
·Group UI 

Group IV 
Group v 
Group VI 
Group VII 
Total 

Schedule E 
. · Quarters o.f Regist:ratio.n Paying 
less · . ·. · · · Same · · · . More 

37,088 " "468 25.238 

24t207. 16,301 . 

12,~75 "·1,359 '9fl16 

2.138 c • 2.256 

1.044 
4,892 

9,559' 

92,003 

.· ess: 

59.11 
. 60.2l 

55.3" 
48.71, 

50.5~ 

6Q.5% 
58.6% 
58.4% 

1,827. 

·-
L2~ 

-0-

5.8% 
-0-

-0-
-0-
-0--
1.2% 

1,023 

3,196 

6,823 

63,683 

More 
40.2~ 

39.8% 
38.9~ 

51.3l 

49.5% 
' 

39:'5% 

4L4~ 

40.4% 

11secause of some of the disproportionaHties in the present system, there are 
a few exceptions to this general rule. · For Medical ~tudents there is a break
even point at 9 as well as slightly beyond 18 credits. TAs taking 1 .. 4 credits 
would pay less, those taking 5 or 6·credit.s would pay slightly more, those· 
taking 7 or 8 credits less again, and those taking 9 or above would pay more. 
While non-TA gra.duate students with loads below 12 would pay less, the ex
ception. is those with a 6 credit load who would pay marginally more. 
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The following graphs (Figures 6-14) perhaps illustrate the effect on various 

classes of student to better effect. They deal only with resident rates; the 

effect on nonresidents is very similar but at a higher price level. 

Although the simul~tion shown attempts to ~plicate existing revenue 

exactly {aside from theTA saiary adjustment), in practice it would probably be 

prudent to design the system, initially:. to produce perhaps 2% to 3% incrementa1 

revenues under the given assumptions. The model assumes that introduction of 

the new system will not decrease aggregate credit hours. While the proposed 

rate changes should, if anything,. increase the number of cret:tits taken, the 

effect of a change in the charging method is not dear. If a safety factor is 

included anc credit hour voh.!WIE! is as predicted-or highert the University could 

refund the amount of the .safety charge or credit it to a subsequent quarterls 
tuition. 

Although ft wouid be pc.ssible to discuss in detail some of the objections 

which have been raised to the previous rep.ort of the Ad Hoc Committee to Study 

Credit Hour fees and to the general concept of changing the tuition system, the 

Subcamnittee observes that. until now, no specific detailed plan has been before 

the University cofi'l'ltmity. Many of the reservations that have been expressed are 

related to features which do not appear in this proposal. We have thought it 

best to reserve such discussion to problems raised by the specific reconnendation 

being made. We do observe that the responsible offfces believe that the proposed 

plan fits well witt) syste."n planning with respect to registration and bi11ing sys

tem and, further, that once a changeover has been 1uade. revenue estimation 

shouid be simpler and more accurate than it is under the present extremely com

plicated system. The University's ability to monitor the effectiveness of Hs 

co 11 ect ion procedures shou I d also be enhanced. 

No practical tuition system can achieve everything one would like. Some 

goals. are at odds one with another and must be balanced in making a recommenda

tion. ·Plainly. the present system is far from optimal in terms of equity, sim

plicity, incentives, or minimal interference with educational judgment. This 

Subcomittee believes the proposed approach is a substantial improvement in each 

of these respects and submits it to the Task Force and the University Comnunity 

for dis-cussion during this academic year with a view to instituting it, as approved 

or amended* in the academic year 1977-78 adjusted_ to the revenue situation which 

wi11 then exist. Implementation, it is recognized. is also dependent on timely 

availability of the needed computer systems. 
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A Brief Summary of Subcmr.mittee 0 Tuition 
Recommendations to the Task 

Force on Student Access 

December 9, 1976 

1. When the relationship to each other of the various internal tuition 
rates changes: 

a.} change should be slow to avoid disruption of student 
planning. 

b.) change should, as a general guideline, be in the direction 
of the all-University proportion of tuition to instructional 
cost. This may properly be modified by the necessities of 
the competitive market and by careful and clearly justified 
use of tuition as a tool to accomplish specific policy 
goals. 

2. The present system should be replaced with an approach fn which the 
basic unit of tuition assessment is the credit hour rather than the 
term fee. 

3. Within any tuition rate classification, all credit hours should be 
the same price. 

4. Tuition rates should be differentiated according to student character
istics, not accordi.ng to the characteristics of the speci fie courses 
taken. 

5. All undergraduate students throughout the system should pay a single 
tuition rate per credit until the quarter in which they sign up for 
their 9lst credit. 

6. Starting with the quarter in which the 9lst credit is taken, under
graduates shou1 d pay a tuition rate that depends on their unit of 
registration. That rate should be related to the cost of an average 
upper division program in the unit of registration or the units with 
which it is grouped. Units with similar costs or where it is judged 
that costs ought to be similar may be grouped .. 

7. Students in professional schools such as Medicine, Dentistryt Veterinary 
.Medicine, and law should pay different tuition rates than upper division 
students. Such rates should aiso be set in relation to cost of an aver
age instructional program and shou1 d move in the direction of the a 11-
University mean percentage of instructional cost. 

I 
t 
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8. A s.eparate rate for students registered in the Graduate School should 
be charged. It should be set in relation to the cost of an average 
Graduate School program and should move in the direction of the all
University mean percentage of 1nstructiona1 cost. 

"' 

9. Graduate students in f1edicine, Dentistry, 'f,eterinary f4edicine, and 
Law should be treated with their disciplinary colleges rather than 
with other Graduate students. 

10. The differential between resident and non-resident tuition rates should 
be made uniform with non-resident rates to be about 2.75 times resident 
rates. 

11. Medical Fellow Specialists should continue to pay a flat term fee and 
that fee should be comparable to the fee charged Graduate students 
to maintain continuous registration. 

12. Special laboratory fees should be abolished and made part of basic 
tuition <:harges .. 

13. The special tuition category·for Teaching Assistants and Associates 
should be abolished and T.A. compensation adjusted accordingly; T.A.s 
should pay resident rates. 

14. The Regents' Scholarship day school program should be funded and the 
tuition recorded in the income accounts .. 



Questions and Answ~rs About the 
Scilicont.TUittee D Rep::rt on T1..1ition 

Is any part of the proposal designed to raise additional revenue? 

No. The purpose is t.o improve the system in terms of equity, consistency, 
simplicity, and efficiency but not in terms of revenue productivity. 

Who would pay less and who would pay i7lOre? 

In every enroll1nent unit there would be some students paying less and some 
paying more. For the system, if enrollment patterns did not change, 58% 
would pay less, 40% would pay more, 1:% would pay the same. Obviously the 
increases for those more would be somewhat greater than the decreases 
for those paying less. 

fvon' t students taki..''lg high loads merely decrease them resulting in less total 
credits taken? 

The assumption of the simulation is either .no change in credit load patterns 
or offsetting increases and decreases. In practice, the latter is more 
likely. While students taking loads the cutoff point may well reduce 
their loads, it is a.lso likely that students now taking less than twelve 
credits may increase their loads, e.g., under the simulation a CLA student 
now taking 10 credits could take 12 credits for less than the present cost. 
The behavior of students with loads between 11 and the breakeven point is 
not predictable. Under the simulation such students could take additional 
credi.ts for the same price or less but they could take additional credits 
for the same price under the existing system. 

Will the cost of a degree change? 

Yes. Under the present system students who are able to carry heavy loads 
can obtain degrees more cheaply than students who carry lesser loads. Under 
the Subcommittee proposal degrees would be unaffected by average credit load. 

What is the probable effect on the "stopout" phenomenon? 

The current system gives a financial advantage to the student who can work 
full time for a period, then return to school and carry a higher average load 
for a time. The proposed system eliminates the financial disadvantage of 
remaining continuously in school, wo~king as much as required, and carrying 
as near a normal load as work commitments permit. 
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f'll1at are the likely .effects on financial aid? 

They can't be precisely calculated. an offset situation will occur. 
Calculated need for high load students \<~ill increase but this will be offset 
by a decrease for low load students. The Subcommittee believes that a net 
increase in calculated need is likely but this will be partially offset by 
changes in the results of the funding formulas for basic federal grants. 

tiill there not be a 
graduate? 

to take tbe minimal number of credits required to 

The opportunity to. take "free" credi"~-4 is presentl-y confined to students who 
take ~ioaa.S of ~i2 or mor-e -and ~ho do not take enough additional credits to re
quire extra terms of attendance. This is done at the expense of students 
carrying lesser loads. The proposed system makes this opportunity more evenly 
available. The Subcommittee believes that extra credits to enhance the 
quality of a degree should be on their educational merits and not 
because they appear, through a quirk of the pricing system, to be "free." 
There is evidence that students will take extra credit even if a price is 
attached since average credits to graduation are frequently in excess of re
quirements by more than an average quarterly load. The essential argument, 
hor..,wever, is that extra credits should he taken on their merits with due re-
gard to their cost and the price paid the beneficiary not shifted to those 
receiving no benefit. 

rvill attaching a 
tional grounds? 

to each credit interfere with progra1:1 selection on educa-

Less, we think, than does the present system. Any price system will effect 
decision making; the present one appears to do so in i:r:regular and inequitable 
ways. The proposed system ;.rould minimize the price effect at any given point 
in the pricing schedule. Attaching reasonable, cost related prices to de
cisions should tend to improve the quality of decision making since both cost 
and benefit calculations are present and the possibility of imposing cost on 
another for one•s own benefit is :reduced. 

Will the proposal reduce the .o1umber oE students enrolled in "high cost" colleges? 

In most the average cost to obtain a degree will not 
rise if this proposal is adopted. Cost ~"'ill fall for the first 90 credits 
and rise if at all only fo.r upper divi.sion work. The proposed differe.nce 
between upper division charges in high cost and in low cost colleges will 
not vary substantially from those that exist now. 
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It does not cost toore if an extra studeJ't sits in a room to listen to a lect:.1re; 
Why should a charge be levied to discourage an activity which carries no cost? 

There are direct costs for a s1::udent who takes a course for credit, because 
the 'fiOrk must be evaluated and the student (on the average) will consult 
the faculty member outside of class. In addition each student imposes in-
direct costs on others in the same class reducing the a."tlount of direct 
student-teacher contact that is during the class. In the case of 
sections that are filled, each student who gets in to the course denies 
someone else the same privilege. Charg by the credit means that each 
student will acknowledge these direct and indirect costs when he or she 
enrolls for the course. 

Why bother to change the pcesent 

The major recommendation to let tuitions reflect relative costs, except 
in those cases where considerations of educational policy dictate othen1ise. 
This is not really a change in our current but rather a rationaliza
tion and codification of what is more or less current practice. The second 
recommendation is to change to credit-hour tuition. This change is recom
mended for several reasons: it provides greater equity between students who 
take low numbers of credit per term and those •,;ho take high numbers; it 
removes some of the distorting effects of our current tuition structure 
which encourages students to sign up for more courses than they can com
plete, and then take incompletes and finish them in the next term; and in 
a period of full classrooms and too few teachers it confronts each student 
with a measure of the cost that he or she on the University in 
choosing to take an extra course, so that the enrollment decision is more 
likely to be a considered one. 



Credit load 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
B 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 

UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
Smoothed Plateau 14-18 

ClA - lower Division 

Total Average 

$16.00 $16.00 
32.00 16.00 
48.00 16.00 
64.00 16.00 
80.00 16.00 
96.00 16.00 

112.00 16.00 
128.00 16.00 
144.00 16.00 
160.00 16.00 
176.00 16.00 
192.00 16.00 
208.00 16.00 
224.00 16.00 
224.00 -0-
224.00 -0-
224.00 -0-
224.00 -0-
240.00 16.00 
256.00 16.00 
272.00 16.00 
288.00 16.00 
304.00 16.00 
320.00 16.00 
336.00 16.00 
352.00 16.00 
368.00 16.00 
384.00 16.00 
400.00 16.00 

Marginal 

$16.00 
16.00 
16.00 
16.00 
16.00 
16.00 
16.00 
16.00 
16.00 
16.00 
16.00 
16.00 
16.00 
16.00 
14.93 
14.00 
13.18 
12.44 
12.63 
12.80 
12.95 
13.09 
13.22 
13.33 
13.44 
13.55 
13.63 
13.71 
13.79 
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